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she falls into a fugue on his doorstep. In that moment she’s transported back
thirty years, crashing a party at Johnny’s place. The night is a blur of flesh and
heat that lingers long after she’s woken to the present. It happens again and
again, each time-slip a mind-blowing orgy, and soon Emm can’t stop, though every
episode leaves her weaker. She’s scared by what’s happening, but she’s even more
terrified of losing this portal to the Johnny she wants so badly. The one who
wants her and takes her—every chance he gets. Originally published in 2011
Every Part of You Megan Hart 2015-01-13 First published as a five-part e serial
novel, Megan Hart's Every Part Of&nbspYou &nbspis&nbspnow available for the first
time as a complete book.Simone Kahan's been watching Elliott Anderson through her
office window for months. He likes to bring women back to his office for latenight trysts, and Simone enjoys her voyeurism until one night, Elliott appears to
go too far with his date. The other woman might not be into spanking, but Simone
is, and when she meets Elliott in the elevator later that night, she makes sure
he's intrigued enough by her to ask her to go with him to the party he no longer
has a date for.Thrown together by circumstances he'd never have imagined, Elliott
isn't sure what to think about Simone. She's nothing like the women he normally
dates, but something about her draws him in until he can't stop himself from
wanting her... until their goodnight kiss becomes something harder. Harsher.
Simone responds to his rough hands as no woman ever has, and Elliott's not ready
to pursue what he's always told himself is wrong.
Hot and Haunted Megan Hart 2012-10-23 True Halloween pleasures don't come from
sweets . . . Indulge yourself with some tasty tricks and treats from three popular
erotica authors as they serve up tales of chilling, thrilling passion. Megan
Hart's Nothing Else Matters After surviving the zombie apocalypse, Lira wants
nothing more than the sense of life that only lust can bring. Suddenly torn
between two irresistible lovers, Lira must choose: the one who brings her carnal
fantasies to life? Or the one who sets her ablaze again and again? Lauren
Hawkeye's Pick Me Up Sure, hitchhiking is dangerous, but Holly just had to get
away. Now soaking wet and stuck in a downpour with her roadside savior, she's
ready for a little window-steaming and some role-play. It's all fun and games
until Holly realizes she's met her match . . . Saranna DeWylde's Little Red's Big
Bad Hunting werewolves and being snowbound in a remote cabin with a sexy FBI agent
are all in a day's work for U.S. Marshal Miranda Garrick. But when business mixes
with pleasure, can she stay in control? Or will she be tempted by unrestrained
passion . . . and tantalizing danger?
Dream Lover Kristina Wright 2011-05-01 Supernaturally sensual and captivating,
Dream Lover is a feast of fanciful delights. Kristina Wright, editor of the

Lovely Wild Megan Hart 2014-11-25 Brought up in rural Pennsylvania by her unstable
grandmother, Mari struggles as an adult in normal society before elements from her
past threaten her family. By the award-winning author of The Favor. Original.
All Fall Down Megan Hart 2019-09-08 A charismatic zealot. Four survivors. A new
start. When Sunny flees the only home she’s ever known, her three small children
in tow, she has no idea that the rest of the family she’s leaving behind will be
following the orders of their religious leader to end their lives. When she ends
up on the doorstep of her biological father, a man who has no idea she exists, all
she can do is hope for his compassion. Liesel Albright has always wanted children,
even when her husband Christopher does not. When Sunny shows up with her three
little ones, it seems as though all of Liesel’s prayers have been answered. How
can a young woman raised in a cult adapt to the “normal” world? How can a woman
who desperately wants children of her own adopt and adapt to this brand-new
family? Sunny’s past continues to haunt them all…until it seems as though it might
finally also destroy them. All Fall Down is an emotional story of love and
motherhood…of what it means to be a family, and how even the most difficult
circumstances can lead to the greatest rewards. For fans of Jodie Picoult and
Kelly Rimmer.
Taking Care of Business Lauren Dane 2008-12-02 One conference, two friends and two
men who know how to take care of business... After leaving the wrong man, Leah
Griffin's not ready to look for the right one. All she wants is to survive the
conference she's planning and spend some time with her best friend Kate Edwards.
She's not expecting the conference services manager to be so tall, dark and
handsome...or so eager to please. It's Brandon Long's job to make Leah happy, but
after a scorching interlude in her hotel room, neither can deny business has
become pleasure. Smart, driven and successful attorney Katherine Edwards has spent
her life doing the right thing but . Charles Dixon is a bad choice she can't help
but make - over and over. A conference and a promotion bring Kate back to
Pennsylvania and suddenly, Dix wants far more than a few nights in random hotel
rooms. He wants something permanent and Katherine has to figure out if sometimes a
wrong choice isn't exactly what a woman needs.
Collide Megan Hart 2019-10-14 A childhood accident left Emmaline vulnerable to
disturbing fugue states that last minutes but feel like an eternity. The blackouts
are unsettling but manageable…until she meets Johnny Dellasandro. The painter
gained fame in the Ô70s for his debauched lifestyle and raunchy art films. His
naked body achieved cult status, especially in Emm’s mind—she’s obsessed with the
man, who’s grown even sexier with age. Today he shuns the spotlight and Emm…until
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popular Fairy Tale Lust, presents a potent potion of fun and sexy tales filled
with male fairies and clairvoyant scientists, as well as darkly erotica tales of
ghosts, shapeshifters, and possession. Dream Lover asks the reader to explore the
realm of the otherworldly and answer the question . . . who is your dream lover?
Laird of Longing Tammy Andresen Laird McLaren is as large as he is annoying...
Lady Sophie Everclear doesn’t regret fleeing the rake who attempted to trap her
into marriage, But perhaps she should not have stowed away on a ship bound for
Scotland. The problems? There are too many to count. But the largest, most
annoying one is Captain Ewan McLaren. The tall and brawny Scot says exactly what
he thinks and he doesn’t think much of Sophie. Still. He’s all she’s got and
fortunately for her his heart is even bigger than his lectures. Which makes her
wonder. What else, beside talking, might his mouth be good at? The woman has got
to be daft... Any woman as beautiful as Lady Sophie ought to know better than to
attempt to hide out on a ship full of men. If Ewan were smart, he'd drop her at
the nearest port because having a woman like her on board is nothing but trouble.
But one look into her large blue eyes and he knows he can't. He's always had a
soft heart for a woman in need and Sophie manages to be as endearing as she is
annoying. And then there's the fact that she steals his breath with every wayward
glance. He doesn't want a woman in life but the longer he's with her, the more he
wonders if Sophie might just be the one who makes him break all the rules.
Touched By Passion/Passion In Disguise/Unexpected Passion Megan Hart 2017-06-01
When the lights go down, who knows what danger...and unspoken desires lurk in the
dark? Three young people with a shared tragic past that left them burdened as well
as blessed with supernatural talents are now the target of forces determined to
harm them. But their fate rests with the strangers that help them – a nurse at a
mental hospital, a detective and a small–town librarian – strangers who must
suspend their own disbelief to protect them. In this enthralling trilogy, these
fearless, damaged souls are ready to embrace the unfathomable but are wholly
unprepared for the passion they find in the arms of a stranger. Love blooms best
when the night falls, doesn't it? Don't miss this scintillating collection of
novellas from New York Times bestselling author Megan Hart!
Dangerous Promise Megan Hart 2018-01-02 A female bodyguard with enhanced
abilities. A billionaire playboy committed to destroying people like her. A
romance they didn’t expect... Dive into the first book in the fantastic new
Protector series set in the near future from New York Times bestselling author
Megan Hart! Nina Bronson used to be all human -- until the experimental surgeries
and internal technology that saved her life and enhanced her as a soldier also
forced her to leave the army for private service. Now she and her peers are facing
slow, painful deaths unless their technology is upgraded, and the one man keeping
those upgrades illegal and unavailable is an obnoxious billionaire. A man too
gorgeous for his own good. A man she’s supposed to guard with her life. Ewan
Donahue is the public voice speaking out against the enhancement procedures of
injured soldiers. But when his lobbying leads to death threats, he needs someone
to protect him around the clock. He doesn’t want to rely on an enhanced
soldier—Nina’s tech goes against everything he stands for. But he really doesn’t
want her to be beautiful like she is. Doesn’t want her to suffer like she will.
Doesn’t want to succumb to the searing desire he feels for her. As a series of
attacks on his life send them to a remote cabin, their close proximity brings them
together in ways they never imagined. They know they must prevent the need
simmering between them, resist each other at all costs. But when tensions are high
and danger is close, passion burns hottest of all...
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Reason Enough Megan Hart 2012-07-01 Elle and Dan haven't quite achieved their goal
of having sex in every room of their new house – but almost! Marriage hasn't
dampened their hunger for one another in the least, and their relationship is as
hot and passionate as ever. But when Dan brings up the subject of having a baby
together, Elle finds herself conflicted. Between her dysfunctional family
background and her fear of how a baby might change their life together, Elle's not
sure she's ready for the big step. Dan doesn't bring the subject up again, but the
issue takes hold in Elle's mind. And as their frequent lovemaking sizzles with
unquenchable desire, Elle's heart is filled to the brim with love and the longing
to give Dan everything.
Strangers of the Night Megan Hart 2017-06-01 When the lights go down, who knows
what danger…and unspoken desires lurk in the dark? Three young people with a
shared tragic past that left them burdened as well as blessed with supernatural
talents are now the target of forces determined to harm them. But their fate rests
with the strangers that help them—a nurse at a mental hospital, a detective and a
small-town librarian—strangers who must suspend their own disbelief to protect
them. In this enthralling trilogy, these fearless, damaged souls are ready to
embrace the unfathomable but are wholly unprepared for the passion they find in
the arms of a stranger. Love blooms best when the night falls, doesn't it? Don't
miss this scintillating collection of novellas from New York Times bestselling
author Megan Hart!
The Favor Megan Hart 2019-08-11 From New York Times bestselling author Megan Hart
comes an emotionally charged novel that explores the secrets and lies that can
destroy a family…forever. Home isn’t always the place you go because they have to
take you in. Sometimes, home’s the place you can’t escape, no matter how far or
fast you run. Janelle Decker hasn’t been home in a long, long time. She ran away
years ago, barely in front of the tragedy that rocked the small town of St.
Mary’s, Pennsylvania. Only one other person knows the part Janelle played in what
happened back then. One man who took the blame for himself. Gabe Tierney stayed
behind to face the terrible consequences of the accident that left one younger
brother permanently disabled and the other doing whatever he can to avoid them
all. When Janelle returns with her twelve-year-old son to get her life in order
and take care of her dying Nan, it should be easy for her and Gabe to rekindle
their former friendship – except that Gabe can’t forgive Janelle for abandoning
him, and Janelle can’t reconcile her part in what happened back then. There is no
moving forward until you stop yourself from looking back, but will Janelle and
Gabe be able to face their lives ahead? Or will their secrets and the lies they
told keep them prisoners of their shared past? “A tense look at dark secrets and
the redemptive power of truth.” – Kirkus Reviews
Unwrapped Megan Hart 2010-12-06 Naughty is Nice Newlyweds Leah and Brandon Long
are finally taking a honeymoon. But just a few days into their Christmas-in-Vail
vacation, Leah takes a tumble on the slopes, severely spraining her ankle. Being
stuck indoors isn't so bad though: the luxurious chalet boasts a hot tub and cozy
fireplace. Besides, sitting with her feet up while Brandon serves her in every way
a man can serve a woman is exactly how both of them like to spend their time. Leah
would be in heaven, if only Brandon didn't insist on playing with the dynamic of
their relationship. With kinky sex and deep conversation the only things on the
agenda, Leah can't avoid the discussion of how things might change. Will she be
ready to take their marriage to the next level in the New Year? 18,000 words
Broken Megan Hart 2021-04-23 his month, my name is Mary. Every month, Joe tells me
a different story, and every month, I listen. He doesn’t know that I imagine
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myself the star of his every one-night stand, and how could I tell him? I’m a
married woman, after all. All Joe and I will ever have is imagination. All we will
ever be is fiction. I know this is wrong. I know I should stop before it goes too
far. What I have learned from love is that you can’t always fix what is broken,
but sometimes, you can survive it. I’m just not sure I can possibly survive
knowing Joe.
Vanilla Megan Hart 2015-03-01 It's an acquired taste…he just has to acquire it
Elise knows what she wants in the bedroom, and she makes sure she gets it. Her
thirst for domination has long been quenched by a stable of men only too happy to
bow down before her. But sexual satisfaction isn't the same as love, and she's
been burned in the past by giving her heart too freely. Niall is handsome, smart,
successful and sweet—sweet as vanilla. When they meet, their romantic connection
is electric, even though he's way on the opposite end of the kink spectrum.
Despite how she fights it, Elise falls for him—but how can a relationship work
when both lovers want to be on top? "Hart wields her pen like a scalpel…in this
soul-searching, emotionally sensitive story. Strong characterization and smooth,
yet forceful, writing captures your attention and holds you hostage." —RT Book
Reviews on The Space Between Us
After All I've Done Mina Hardy 2020-11-10 Writing as Mina Hardy, New York Times
bestselling author Megan Hart delivers a thrilling new psychological suspense for
fans of The Woman in the Window and When the Lights Go Out. She's lost her best
friend, her husband--and possibly, her mind. Five months ago, an accident left
Diana Sparrow badly injured and missing a few months of her memory. As if that's
not enough, she's started having recurring nightmares about the night of the
accident. Dreams that feel so real, she's left questioning: maybe she didn't just
slide off the road into a ditch. Maybe, just maybe, she hit something. Or someone.
She can't turn to her former best friend Val, who's been sleeping with Diana's
husband Jonathan for months, but she might find some comfort in newcomer Cole
Pelham. Yet the closer they become, the more Diana begins to wonder what really
happened that night--and how Cole might be connected. Worse, it seems everyone
else could be involved, too. Who was with her that night? What really happened? As
her life unravels thread by thread and the dreams become too real to ignore, Diana
will have to face the unthinkable--and do the unforgivable.
Always You Megan Hart 2019-08-11 Jack and Josie have a game. Ten points for
correctly predicting which lame come-on the next person will use to hit on you.
Fifteen points for getting asked for your phone number. Twenty for being bought a
drink. Get someone to ask you to go home with them, and you've won The Game. Now
Josie's tired of watching beautiful women throw themselves at the one man who's
always been there for her, and even winning has become losing if it means the man
who takes her home from the bar isn't Jack. She knows how to get other men to fall
at her feet, but will the same moves work on her best friend? In love and lust,
it's all about Playing The Game... Jack and Josie have been friends for years, but
what will it take to convince them it's time to become more? Always You includes
Playing the Game, Opening the Door and White Wedding, three novellas from the
author of best-selling novels Dirty, Broken, Tempted and more.
Perfect Strangers J. T. Geissinger 2019-09-28 An Amazon Top 50 Bestseller "These
kisses of his...they're demanding and possessive. They're hungry and deep. They're
the kisses of a man who wants more of a woman-who wants everything-and isn't going
to stop until he gets it." Author Olivia Rossi hasn't been able to write a word
since tragedy struck two years ago and ripped her world apart. Heartbroken and
still haunted by the past, she accepts an offer to spend the summer at a friend's
stranger-megan-hart

apartment in Paris in search of healing and her lost muse. What she finds instead
is James, an enigmatic stranger who ignites in her an unexpected and all-consuming
passion. Agreeing to tell each other nothing more than their first names, Olivia
and James embark on a torrid affair. But the more time they spend together, the
more Olivia begins to realize her summer fling is turning into a powerful
connection...and that the magnetic man she's falling in love with might not be
what he seems at all.
Hold Me Close Megan Hart 2021-02-22 Apart, they are broken, but together, they are
whole Effie and Heath are famous. Not for anything they did, but for what happened
to them as teenagers. Abducted and abused by the same man, they turned to each
other for comfort until they were finally able to make their escape. Now adults,
their relationship is fraught with guilt and despair. Whether fighting or making
love, their passion is strong enough to destroy them both—and Effie’s not about to
let that happen. She knows it’s time for her to have a “normal” relationship, even
if Heath is convinced that they must face their past together in order to move
forward. So while Effie continues to bring new men into her life, Heath becomes
obsessed with proving he’s the one she needs. Then a new crisis arises and Effie
begins to lose every scrap of self-control she ever had. As she struggles against
her desire to return to the one man who understands her, she discovers that
sometimes the only safety you find is with the person who is the most dangerous
for you. Previously published
Precious and Fragile Things Megan Hart 2013-03-26 When she is carjacked, Gilly
Solomon, a stay-at-home mom who is tired of always putting herself last, is
stranded in a remote, snowbound cabin with a man who, teetering on the edge of
madness, refuses to let her leave. Reprint.
Forbidden Stranger Megan Hart 2018-03-06 A female bodyguard with enhanced
abilities. A billionaire playboy committed to destroying people like her. A
romance they didn’t expect... Nina Bronson and Ewan Donahue have put their love to
its limits. To Ewan, she’s the only woman he wants to be with for the rest of his
life. To Nina, whose memories have been ripped out of her, Ewan is her kind and
generous boss who’s helping her recover after an accident she also can’t remember.
The more time they spend together, the more she begins to feel for him, but Ewan
knows the truth — she loved him once. As Ewan tries to do whatever it takes to get
Nina back to herself without putting her in danger, the two of them have to build
a brand new relationship from the ground up. Sometimes, a lie isn’t a betrayal,
it’s a lifesaver. Can Nina forgive Ewan for not telling her the truth about why
she lost so much of her memories, or are they doomed to never be together again?
Dive into Forbidden Stranger, the third book in this fantastic new series set in
the near future from New York Times bestselling author Megan Hart!
The Space Between Us Megan Hart 2012-09-04 When she garners the attention of
Meredith, Tesla Martin is flattered by her attention and becomes drawn into a love
triangle between Meredith and her husband Charlie who both embody everything she
ever needed, wanted, or dreamed of.
Strange Girl Christopher Pike 2015-11-17 Told from the perspective of a seventeenyear-old boy in love with a mysterious girl who seems to have an unearthly ability
to heal, but the ability carries quite a cost.
Wicked Attraction Megan Hart 2018-02-06 A female bodyguard with enhanced
abilities. A billionaire playboy committed to destroying people like her. A
romance they didn’t expect... Dive into Wicked Attraction, the second book in this
fantastic new series set in the near future from New York Times bestselling author
Megan Hart! Ewan Donahue has made a lot of mistakes, but making Nina Bronson want
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to leave him has been the worst. With the initial threats on his life out of the
way, he doesn’t really need her protection, but hiring her to take care of him
again is the only way to get her back in his life. When Nina shows up ready to
work —and nothing else — Ewan’s determined to win her back. If he can break
through the walls his earlier betrayal built, maybe they can have another shot at
love. When it turns out that this time, it’s Nina who’s being targeted for danger
and possibly death, Ewan’s the one who has to keep her safe.
Switch Megan Hart 2019-09-16 Don’t think don’t question just do. The anonymous
note wasn’t for me. Don’t get me wrong, I’m not in the habit of reading other
people’s mail, but it was just a piece of paper with a few lines scrawled on it,
clearly meant for the apartment upstairs. It looked so innocent, but
decidedly—deliciously—it was not. Before replacing the note—and the ones that
followed—in its rightful slot, I devoured its contents: suggestions, instructions,
commands. Each was more daring, more intricate and more arousing than the last…and
I followed them all to the letter. Before the notes, if a man had told me what to
do, I’d have told him where to go. But submission is an art, and there’s something
oddly freeing about doing someone’s bidding…especially when it feels so very, very
good. But I find that the more I surrender, the more powerful I feel—so it’s time
to switch up roles. We play by my rules now. Originally published in 2009
This is What Happened Megan Hart 2020-10-12 New York Times bestselling author
Megan Hart weaves a powerful tale about intimacy, redemption and trust…originally
published under the title Dirty. For a long time, Elle Kavanaugh has defined
herself by her professional success and her unapologetic attitude for the personal
choices she’s made. She’s never wanted intimacy—doesn’t need the mess it brings
with it. She’s been hit on plenty of times, mostly by men who think that what’s
between their legs makes up for what they lack between their ears. Sometimes, she
gives herself over to it—as long as there are no strings attached. But after
meeting Dan Stewart, Elle starts wanting things she never has before. And the
problem with wanting is that can be like pouring water into a vase full of
stones—it fills you up before you know it, leaving no room for anything else…
12 Shades of Surrender Portia Da Costa 2012-09-04 Presents a collection of erotic
romance stories from such authors as Anne Calhoun, Emelia Elmwood, Megan Hart, and
Portia Da Costa.
Flying Megan Hart 2019-07-23 Pack your carry-on, buckle in and put those tray
tables up -- Flying is a soaring ride of desire and determination, of the
relentlessness of grief and the power of love to heal – when it's allowed to. Love
is not supposed to be the destination. Stella flies standby every other weekend,
finding the airport bar wherever she arrives and waiting for the right guy to come
along. From businessmen to baggage handlers, each conquest brings a whole new
meaning to the term layover. Every departure is the sweetest possible distraction
from the life and memories she’s trying to forget. When she meets the mysterious
Matthew in Chicago, something about him tells Stella she’s not the only one
running from the past. Their connection is instant, electric, volcanic – and for
the first time, Stella wants a layover to turn into a roundtrip ticket. Matthew
and Stella have no trouble burning up the sheets, each passionate exchange leading
the way to the next – but while their takeoff was perfect, turbulence constantly
threatens their landing. With every step forward, Matthew seems to take two steps
back. What began as a one-night stand has become so much more…and also so, so much
less. What secrets is Matthew hiding? How can Stella love a man who claims he
wants her, but will not, in the end, actually take what she’s prepared to give?
How long can one person love the other without being loved in return?
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Tempted (Mills & Boon Spice) Megan Hart 2012-11-01 I had everything a woman could
want My husband, James. The house on the lake. Our perfect life. And then Alex
came to visit. The first time I saw my husband’s best friend, I didn’t like him.
Didn’t like how his penetrating eyes followed me everywhere. Didn’t like how James
changed when he was around.
Indecent Experiment Megan Hart 2011-07 A thousand dollars is a lot of money-enough
to entice broke grad students Melissa Standish and Matt Ingram to participate in a
psych experiment to test sexual chemistry. Though they’re hardly each other’s
ideal partner, the series of increasingly intimate scenarios sparks an attraction
neither predicted. With each scorching kiss and sensual touch, the tension grows.
Soon, Melissa and Matt can’t wait for the experiment to end-in bed....
Selfish is the Heart Megan Hart 2010-10-05 The national bestselling author of No
Greater Pleasure delivers a new novel featuring a reluctant student of seduction.
To escape an arranged marriage, Annalise Marony decides to become a Handmaiden of
the Order of Solace. But she is thwarted at every turn by Cassian, a teacher of
the faith, who must test her dedication. Older than most of the girls, Annalise
knows that she will be expected to please a patron in pleasures of the flesh-and
she is not shy about teasing Cassian. And as they both play out the game of master
and student, the secrets in their souls will either tear them apart-or bind them
together forever.
Gilt and Midnight (Mills & Boon Spice Briefs) Megan Hart 2009-07-01 Word of
Miracula’s unique beauty is known far throughout the land. But when a dark fairie
curses her with Desire, it is news of her insatiable lust that attracts dozens
would-be suitors to her door, as one by one they attempt to break the curse by
bringing her utter fulfillment.
Naked Megan Hart 2013 No strings...no regrets...and no going back. I didn't think
he wanted me. And I wasn't about to get involved with him, not after what I'd
heard. Alex Kennedy was tall, dark and unbearably hot, but I've been burned
before. Maybe it was stupid of me to offer, but he needed a place to crash and I
needed to pay the rent. But now he's my tenant...with benefits. Now that we've
crossed that line, I can't seem to find my way back. Except I can't give my heart
to a man who's so...unconventional. His last relationship was with a married
couple. It's enough that my ex-fiance preferred men -- I won't take that chance
again no matter how much my body thrives on Alex's touch. I can't risk it, but I
can't resist it, either. Alex can be very convincing when he wants something. And
he wants me.
Beg For It Megan Hart 2019-11-12 She had never been more beautiful to him than
when she was making him hurt. Corinne was young once. Reese wasn’t her first
lover, but he was the first to submit to her. For a while they had something
special, but it ended badly. She’s a little older now — and the wealthy
businessman who just bought the company she works for bears little resemblance to
that boy. He’s commanding, domineering, and seems hell-bent on pushing her past
her limits. In a flash of anger, she falls back into their old pattern—and Reese
falls right in with her. Before she knows it, she’s testing him. Then tasting him.
Corrine knows she can’t afford to get involved again. Her life is complicated
enough without throwing in a slew of kink. Now if only Reese would stop making her
feel like the goddess she used to be…and showing her who’s been the boss all
along. But if he wants her, he’s going to have to beg for it.
No Reservations Lauren Dane 2009-10-06 Four days in Vegas. Two sexy and determined
men. One penthouse suite ... And no reservations. Christmas isn't so merry for
Kate and Leah. Kate's romantic winter holiday is destroyed by the sudden and
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uninvited presence of Dix's annoying ex-wife, while Brandon's super-perfect family
and a diamond ring send Leah running for Sin City with Kate in tow. But Dix and
Brandon both know what they want. In hot pursuit, the men show up in Vegas, ready
to use every sensual trick they have to convince Kate and Leah to take a gamble on
forever. The sizzling sequel to Taking Care of Business.
Stranger Megan Hart 2019-08-12 I pay strangers to sleep with me. I have my
reasons…but they’re not the ones you’d expect. For starters, I’m a funeral
director taking over my dad’s business. Not exactly the kind of person you’d
expect to fork over cash for the intimacy and urgency only skin-to-skin contact
can create. Looking at me, you wouldn’t have a clue I carry this little secret so
close it creases up like the folds of a fan. Tight. Personal. Ready to unravel in
the heat of the moment. Unsurprisingly, my line of work brings me face-to-face
with loss. So I decided long ago that paying for sex would be one of the best (and
most arousing) ways to save myself from the one thing that would eventually cut
far too deep. But Sam was a mistake. Literally. I signed on to “pick up” a
stranger at a bar, but took Sam home instead. And now that I’ve felt his heat, his
sweat and everything else, can I really go back to impersonal? Let’s just hope he
never finds out about my other life…. Originally published in 2009
Everything I Left Unsaid M. O'Keefe 2015-10-13 Fans of Jodi Ellen Malpas, K.
Bromberg, and Joanna Wylde will be unable to resist this sexy, deeply intimate
tale of a woman running from her past, and the darkly mysterious man who sets her
free. I didn’t think answering someone else’s cellphone would change my life. But
the stranger with the low, deep voice on the other end of the line tempted me,
awakened my body, set me on fire. He was looking for someone else. Instead he
found me. And I found a hot, secret world where I felt alive for the first time.
His name was Dylan, and, strangely, he made me feel safe. Desired. Compelled.
Every dark thing he asked me to do, I did. Without question. I longed to meet him,
but we were both keeping secrets. And mine were dangerous. If I took the first
step, if I got closer to Dylan—emotionally, physically—then I wouldn’t be hiding
anymore. I would be exposed, with nothing left to surrender but the truth. And my
truth could hurt us both. Praise for Everything I Left Unsaid “Exquisite,
thrilling, and toe-curlingly sensual . . . a delicious guilty pleasure I never
wanted to end!”—New York Times bestselling author Katy Evans “I am head over heels
in love with Everything I Left Unsaid by M. O’Keefe. Everything about this book
hits the mark—the exceptional prose, the brilliantly defined characters, the
delicious plot, and all the wonderful, dangerous secrets. It’s an absolute must-
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read keeper-shelf book!”—New York Times bestselling author J. Kenner “I couldn’t
put this book down. Annie’s story is heartbreaking, liberating, sweet, and sexy—I
want more!”—New York Times bestselling author Monica Murphy “Sweet, sizzling,
sexy, and heart-wrenching, Everything I Left Unsaid broke my heart and left me
yearning for more.”—New York Times bestselling author Megan Hart “The mystery, the
excitement, and not to mention the elusive and very demanding Dylan Daniels will
leave you breathless!”—New York Times bestselling author Lisa Renee Jones “O’Keefe
is one of the best contemporary romance authors writing today. . . . Elegantly
sensual and blisteringly sexual, the story immediately hooks readers and keeps
them captivated with help from beautiful writing, complex characters, and a
healthy dose of secrets, while a cliffhanger ending will have them eagerly
awaiting Book 2. Breathtaking and passionately intense—a must-read.”—Kirkus
Reviews “[O’Keefe] moves skillfully into . . . romantic suspense with this
excellent series launch. . . . [She] infuses the situation with distinctive life
and absorbing detail. Captivating characters and a cliffhanger ending will keep
readers coming back for more.”—Publishers Weekly Everything I Left Unsaid is
intended for mature audiences.
Pleasure and Purpose Megan Hart 2019-09-05 Three women, bound to serve so that
they might bring their patrons absolute solace. Stillness, Honesty and
Determinata, all Handmaidens in the Order of Solace, and all women in their own
regard. Edward, Cillian and Alaric, three best friends torn apart by the tragedies
of their youth, each unable to find the solace they crave. Each Handmaiden must do
her best to provide peace, passion and optimism to the man she’s been sent to
soothe – no matter how they are fought or discouraged or refused. Love is not the
endgame in this war for solace, yet it’s entirely possible that in the end, love
might be the only real victory.
Deeper Megan Hart 2013-06-01 Twenty years ago she had her whole life spread out
before her. She was Bess Walsh, a fresh–scrubbed, middle–class student ready to
conquer the design world. And she was taken. Absolutely and completely. But not by
Andy, her well–groomed, intellectual boyfriend who hinted more than once about a
ring. No. During that hot summer as a waitress and living on the beach, she met
Nick, a dark haired, local bad boy. He became her dirty little secret – a fervent
sexual accomplice who knew how to ignite an all–consuming obsession she had no
idea she carried deep within her. Bess had always wondered what happened to Nick.
And now, back at the beach house, she discovers why he never came back for her.
Suddenly Nick's name is on her lips again. His hands on her thighs. Dead, alive or
something in–between, she can't stop her hunger for him. She wouldn't dare.
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